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Abstract
Currently, we see the wolution of large scale communiiy and metropoliian areo networks bnsed an inexpensive wireless local aren nehvork technology. We presenf
the results of an erperimenfal nnalysb which investigutes the potential of qualify of sewice routing mechnnisms within this challenging environmenl. Our
investigation is based an a model of a radio occess network designed 10 Cover a lorge cify center by means of
decentrdized ond disfributed routers, which are tightly
meshed. The workload b modeledfo repect the estimated
usogepatterns bnsed on statistical daia collection of user
mobilify and combined with synthetic trnfic mnfrices.
We present resulfs for various routinx sirntefies including-shorfest path & i n g , delny con&ainedrouting as
well as various multbath oualifv
ofsewice
roufinp vari<
onts. Moreover, we in~estifnfedifferent
trumc
.- disfributions. Ourjindings are, t h i t multiputh routing? able fa
enhance the utilify of the nefwork signijicantly
A

-

1. Introduction
The concepts of 4G nehvorks and the Wireless lnternet
embrace a heterogeneous set of access technologies,
ranging from UMTS over wireless local area networks to
small scale personal area networks. Currently, we See the
evolution of large scale community and metropolitan area
networks hased on inexpensive wirelcss local area
network technology. The resulting radio access networks
give nse to several interesting research challenges.
Despite the fact that a huge amount of work is
perfonned in this area, the implications of quality of
service mechanisms within the context of large scale
metropolitan area networks are not well known. We
helieve that today's mainly hierarchical radio access
network topologics as well as static resource management
approaches need reconsideration. Within our study. we
This workis partially funded by Siemens AG CT IC 2 u,irhin Ihe
MobQoS projeci. Addioonal infomation may be abtained ai
httpllwwwkamtu-daaatad!.deiResesesechiMobQoS

assume a distnhuted and deeentralized network topology
whieh is charaeterized hy small cell sizes. Tightly meshed
routers interconnect the eells and allow to follow the
packet-switched paradipm for resource management
purposes.
lnduced hy User and deviee mobility - while tightly
coupled to usage and application-specific traffic pattems these nehvorks will experience heavily varying loads on
different timescales. We regard the investigation of the
hereby caused problems as cmcial to allow for effrcient
network planning and control of large scale wireless
eommunication networks.
Within this paper, we evaluate and analyze the potential
of QoS routing strategies for load balancing. The chosen
scenario for this study is a model of a radio aceess network
~ , with around 140.000
covering ~ a r m s t a d t , ~ e r m a an city
inhabitants. Since analvtical tractabilitv is infeasible due
to the given complexity of the scenario, an experimental
analyss is perfoAed. ~e give abrief descrip;ion of the
employed workload model as well as of the investigated
topology
.
-.
The major contnbutions of our investigation are:
(1)
The analvsis ofvarious routine strateeies in wireless
~,
metropolitan area nehvorks with respect to load halancing. We includc shonest path routing, delay constrained routine as well as vanous multinath OoS
ruuring strdtegie
(IIjThc evaluaiiunofrhe influenie induieJ by dtficrenr
rrdflic disrributions Ihis inilude ccntralired rrafiic
only tolfmm an edge gateway as well as different
ratios of externailintemal traffic.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, previous and related work is surveyed. In
Section 3 we describe the overall system as well as the
goals and services therein. We present the selection of
metrics and Parameters to study. Section 4 contains the
concise desckption of the experimental design based on
the selection of factors and workload. The analvsis and
interpretation of the results is presented in Section 5. The
paper concludes hy summarizing the major results and
discussing further aspects of future research in Section 6.
U

U

2. Related work
The area of QoS routing has recently attraeted a lot of
research. Traditionally, QoS routing is applied to find
constrained paths within the context of fine-grained
resource reservation. Constraints mav be of additive.
concave or multiplicative type [I]. The complexity of
finding a feasible path through thc network depcnds on the
number of constraints and their type as well as on the
nature of the algonthm (centralized, decenealized, hierarchical). Constraints may be, for example, delay, capacity,
jitter and loss-ratio. [I] showed that the problem of finding
feasible paths with hvo inde~endentw. .e s of constraints is
NP-complete (note that del& and capacity are not mdependent and allow for algonthms and heuristics with lower
complexity).
Current QoS routing strategies can be divided into
source-routing, distributed-routing and hierarchical
routing. A good overview to the field of constraint-based
routing and QoS routing can be found in [Z] and [3]. For
an excellent algorithmic ireatment of constraint-based
routing algorithms see (41, where the authors simulated
several algorithms in order to determine tbeir worst ease
complexity Last, [5] gives an algebra for QoS path
computation and concisely describes hop-by-hop QoS
routmg mechanisms including multipath algorithms as
well.
The use of QoS routing mechanisms for load balancing
has been discussed for multiple protocols. However, most
of the work was donc €01source routing algorithms like
the Q-OSPF protocol[6]. Since Q-OSPF was dcsigned for
QoS routing in thc sense of finding hard-QoS constrained
paths, thc "abuse" for resouree management i trafiic engineenng inherits some restrictive assumptions. This
includes the operation on flow-granularity and the nced €01
a surrounding framework for admission and reservation of
resources. There are other algorithms such ae, for
example, "shortest path first" algorithms optimized for
computation of minimum congestion paths [7] which are
limited by the source routing paradigm, too. In Summary,
source routing strategies arc well-suited within rcservation-based or connection-oriented svstems. However. they
impose unnccessary and unwanted complexity in conncctionless svstcms which relv on hoo-bv-hoo
. . . ooeration.
.
If we regard conneetion-oriented networks, it is quite
natural to use multiple paths (one per flow) between
source-destination pairs and thus follow a multipath paradigm. In our context, namely connectionless nehvorks, the
elass of multipath routing algorithms is o f e n overlookcd,
however. The use of multiple paths ai the same time
allows for dispersion of the trafiic on different granularity
and thus altcmate paths can help improving network
perfonnance signifieantly Work in the area of traffic
dispersion on packet or sub-packet level range from early
work [8] to more recent approachcs. Examples ior multi-

path routing algorithms include 191, [IO], [I I] and [12].
Hereby the first three are based on a link state protocol and
thus operate on global imprecise nehvork state. The last
algorithm is a distance vector based algonthm operating
on information provided from neighboring nodes.
The OSPF variants ECMP (equal-cost multipath) [9]
and OMP (optimized multipath) [I01 are heuristics which
are targeted Lo bcncr distrihute load over multiple paths.
OSPF-ECMP. for examplc, distributes the load over
multiple equal-cost paths using simple round robin mechanisms and thus limits the possible load-balancing to this
restncted set of paths. The equal distribution among these
paths may result in suboptimal performance, too. OSPFOMP optimizes this distribution using heuristics to predict
which path to use. The necessary load information of the
nehvork is hereby distributed using OSPF opaque link
state advertisements.
In conrrast to the more intuitive heuristics given in [9]
and [I01 the recent work from Vutukury and Garcia-LunaAceves approaches the problem from a more theoretical
perspective. Based on optimal routing [I31 they formulate
the properties a distributed multipath routing protocol
must follow The application for lraffic engineering is
described, too [14].
For multipath algorithms it is cnicial to efiieiently deal
with routing loops, because the number o i feasible paths
largely depends on the strategy chosen to handle loops [5].
However, it is not necessary €01the paths to be disjoint if
the algonthm is earefully designed. The promising analysis of the performance properties of multipath algorithms
in [5] and the robustness of sueh algorithms are of high
interest.
What currently misses for all of the above mentioned
QoS routing protocols are investigations of their performance within out target scenario: wireless metropolitan
area networks. Most of the protocols have been dcsigned
and evaluated for usc in backbone topologies. Howevcr, in
our seenario we cxpect heavily varying loads on different
timescales induced bv User and devicc mobility. The
network stmcture is likely to be more regular than in backbone networks while the degree of interconnection will be
higher.
We are not aware of comparative investigations of QoS
routing algonthms within metropolitan radio aecess
networks. This is not surprising, because so far these have
e
on the other hand,
not been routing networks. ~ h e i exists,
some recent work which investieates laree scale wireless
LAN topologics. In panicular, the work of Tang and Baker
[15] is able to provide decp msights of user behavior for a
metropolitan area wireless network. The work of Kotz and
Essicn [I61 claims to be the largest and most eomprehensive real world trace of a production wireless LAN. The
results, howcver, do account for a spccial campus stylc
nehvork and mainly focus on traffic analysis - the mobility
aspcct is restricted by the campus setup and thus cannot be

transferred to public networks. While thesc works addrcss
the area of wireless metropolitan area networks, they are
only able to survey the current usage pattcms within these
networks. The investigation of underlying network characteristics or specialized routing stretegies are heyond the
scope of these works.
Our work addresses the combination of the above
outlined research areas: the eomparative analysis of QoS
routing strategies for use in wireless metropolitan area
networks.

3. Scenario
Why do we want to analyze the performance of QoS
routing algorithms within wireless metropolitan area
networks? Wc hclieve that the challenges of mobility
should be addressed using novel paradigms in network
control and design. We expect access network infrastmetures to become more and more heterogeneous, for
example by incorporating wireless local area network
technology into traditional cellular network infrashctures. With the inereasingly important role of Intemet
technology, there are also new opportunities for optimization of aaditional meehanisms. We are particularly interested in the investigation of resource management and
load balancing issues within furure menopolitan radio
aeeess networks.
The System boundaries for our analysis are defined by
the MobQoS scenario [17]. The topology we investigate is
a tightly meshed metropolitan radio aeeess network infrastnicture which is instantiated for the case of the eity of
Darmstadt. Hereby, we follow a three-tier architecture
depicted in Fig. I. The architecture is derived from
existing concepts of the IETF, bere especially Mobile 1Pv4
[I81 and IPv6 1191 respectively, QoS architectures [20] as
well as traffic engineering work [21], and the concepts of
telecommunication, here especially UMTS technology
[22]. A cmcial point is the distrihuted and decentralized
nature of the proposcd topology eompared with traditional
hierarchical topologies in telecommunication networks
Iike GSM.

The mobile nodes or terminals (MN) of the customers
are associated to wireless base stations, the so-called radio
access points (RAP) representing the last hop of the provision network. The function of the first tier thus can be
described as radio access.
The second tier, the core radio access network ( M N )
comprises so called radio aecess server (RAS), which are
used to attach multiple RAPS. Within the radio range
eovered by all RAPS attached at one RAS mobility is
supported by appropriate link layer meehanisms, like. for
example, handover. Eacb RAS has built-in 1P-Router functionality. The RAS are meshed with neighboring Systems
and thus allow the start of resource management at this
level. The core of the second tier is huilt by radio aceess
routers (RAR). Between selected RAS and RAR are
uplinks, the RAR are fully meshed.
The transition to the third tier of the architecture, the
core provider network respectively the Intemet, is
performed hy a single or multiple edge gateways (EGW).
At this point the technology rnay be mapped to the
according mechanisms and strategies of the core provider
network or the Intemet and viee versa.
We model the presence of a Large number of radio
access points deployed in deeentralized fashion. However,
current approacbes towards traffie engineering mainly rely
on centralized components and build upon explicit mechanisms for signaling and resource admission. Within our
investigation we decided to preserve tbe connectionless
nature of the lntemet by employing deeentralized hop-byhop QoS routing strategies. The approach should be ablc
to work without explicit signaling and without a need to
operate on the flow level. Goals and services inelude a
resource management to ensure resouree-effieient network
operation in a decentralized fashion while supporting
mobile users.
The radio aceess network for Darmstadt resulting from
the assumptions introduced above consists of a large
number of miero cells and 83 macro cells (see [I71 for a
map of Darmstadt and the eorresponding macro cells).
Each of these macro cells is maintained by a RAS. Since a
core idea behind MobQoS is a decentralized RAS stmcture which allows for Resouree Management starting at
the RAS level, the RAS are modeled as routers which are
intereonnected to provide for altemate links. We have
chosen a tightly mcshed infrastmcture as a starting point.
See Fig. 2 for thc resulting topology.

4. Experiment

Figure 1: Schematic ovewiew of network topology

Sincc analytical tractability is out of scope for the givcn
complexity of the problem, we use the methodology of
experimental analysis for our investigation [23]. This
seetion eomprises the concise description of the experimental design based on the selection of factors and workload.

radio access network shuctures, whieh are strictly hierarchical. This correspondr to only extemal traffic for the
end-systems tolfrom a single edge gateway. Moreover, we
use different ratios of extemal to intemal traffie (eli-ratio)
within our investigation. This reflects the amount of loeal
traffie whieh may arise for future serviees. We use the four
traffie elasses {eonversational, streaming, transaelional,
baekground} introduced in [22] since they should reflect a
good guess of the intended usage of the network in question. The eli-ratio is set for eaeh class independently. See
Table 1 for the predictor variables and their eorresponding
levels. The eapaeity of the links is shown in Fig. 2, the
buffer of the routers equals the equivalent of 5 ms at full
speed.

4.2. W o r k l o a d
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Figure 2: Topology of radio access network
The experiment was implemented using ns-2 [24]. We
incorporated major ehanges to the ns-2 simulation fmmework. This includes the implementation of a flexible
multipath QoS algonthm whieh can be parameterized to
reflect different variants of rwting strategies. Moreover,
we needed to implement methods to transfer the results of
our traff~cmodel into the simulation environment.

4.1. Factors
The Parameter of utmost importance is the routing
strategy. Other Parameters include the influenee of User
mobility and the influence of the rraßtc distribution. The
routing strategies investigated inelude combinations out of
the sets {static, dynamic}, [singlepath, multipath} and
(distanee, delay}. In partieular we include the following
routing algorithms in our investigation:
Statie shortest-distance singlepath algorithm: dsr.
Statie minimum-delay singlepath algonthm: dly.
Statie equal-shortest-distance multipath algorithm:
smp.
Dynamie minimum-delay multipath algorithm, multipath scheduling is done using round robin on
~ a c k elevel:
t
dmp
Dynamic minimum-delay multipath algonthm, multipath scheduling is done using weighted round
robin on packet level: wmp.
Due to oscillating behavior of the original d m p and
wlmp algorithms we also included ihe damped versions
dinpl and w m p l (averaging of the last two delay
measures) and the predicting versions dmp2 and wmp2
(based on the trend of the delay measures) in our investigation.
We also investigate the influence of different trafie
distributions. The starting point is derived from eurrent

-

We use a workload model whieh is a hybrid between
purely synthetic and statistieal models for our investigation. The analytieal foundations of the model are described
in [25]. An instantiation based on extensive eolleetion of
statistieal data for the scenano of Damstadt ean be found
in [26]. In short, the model eombines a statistical mobility
patt with a synthetie traffie part to allow for flexible but
realistic workload generation. The resulting workload for

1

Table 1: Predictor variables, levels and description
Variable
/Faciors

1

Description

Rouiing Algonihm

I

hamicl

I

NO^

Melricl

Type

1

~isiancel ~inglepathl
Delay Singlepaih
No
~IY
No Distance Multipath
SmP
Yes
Delay Multipath
dmp
~esi
Delay Multipath
WmP
~
T m c ~ i s i r i b u i i o n(erternol/iniernal)
Conv.
class3
Stream.
Inierocr.
Dist. (0)
I0010
I0010
10010
80120
Dist. ( I )
75125
90110
50150
80120
60140
Dist (2)
dsi

~

Muliipath

-

~

RR
RR
W RR
Bock.

I0010
85115
70130

' R K round robin. W R R : weighted round robin

The n a f i c diswibution ir given ur ertemaliinlemaln a f i c ratio
(Pii-rario).For example 80120 means: 80% of total traffic to1
from the edge gateray. 20% ofiotal Lrafflc inlemal.
"mv: conversaiional, Stream: sireaming. lnlerocl. inieraclive, Bock.: bsckground

the ns-2 simulation can be summarized as follows. We see
low User activily in the early morning. Starting from 4:OOh
in the morning, the number of active users increases as
people get ready to work and on their way to work
(including pupils and students as well). From 8:OOh on
most people are up and active. It is important to keep in
mind that the geographical distribution of User density
changes signiticantly over day. due to the different activities pursued by the different species of users. This shiR in
density can be Seen especially from residential areas to
workplaees. Special places like the university attract large
numbers of User during daytime. The decrease in the
evening is not as abrupt as the increasc seen in the
morning. Nevertheless, the focus is changed from work to
residential areas. Fig. 3 illustrates the summarized number
of active users over a day for all User groups.
The overall traffic estimate over the day is given in
Fig. 4. Because users in different classes produce different
load, the peak traffic value does not conespond directly to
the peak value of User aetivity. As we noticed earlier, our
iraff~cdistribution is dependent on the geographical locatian which cannot be seen in Fig. 4.
The summarized traffie density for the modeled day is
given in Fig. 5. The snapshots presented cannot show the
time fluctuation of traffie. To do so, an animation of the
baffic density over the day ean be found at [17].

Figure 3: Number of aclive users over 24h

Figure 4: Traiiic rate over 24h in kbiffs

4.3. Experimental design
We have chosen to implement a full factorial experiment, since we regard only two predictor variables with
five levels each 1231. The routing algonthm and the traffic
distribution act as predietor variables. There are several
factors which are kept eonstant for all experiments.
The scaling of the experiment to a different timescale is
inevitable due to the size and complexily of the modeled
scenario. We choose the simulation time to be 960 seconds
to match the real time of 24 hours. Thus one second in
simulation equals 90 seconds in real time. The amount of
traffic is given by our workload model and used to parametenze the b a s c agents at regular inlervals. The updates
of the workload were perfonned evety 2 minutes (real
time). The routing updates were perfonned evety 6
minutes (real time). The mobility of users is inherently
included within the mobility model and thus reflected in
the workload model.
The nintime of each senes of experiments is approximately one week while memoty usage approaches nesrly
800MB of RAM (we used four simulation maehines eaeh
equipped with Pentium4 2,2GHz, 1GB of RAM in
parallel).

5. Results
The main goal of out analysis was tbe investigation of
the feasibility of QoS routing mechanisms 10 support load
balaneing within future wireless metropolitan area
network topologies. Eff~cientload balancing translates
into maximizing the overall utility of the network, which
cannot easily be measured. We investigate various
response variables, which are tightly related to the overall
utility of the network. Moreover, we analyze the results on
different aggregation levels of the obtained data, which are
link lei,el,jlow level and packet level.
Besides measuring the exact numbers, we give various
visualizations to allow for bettet interpretation of the
results. For most Parts, we provide results which cover the
complete 24 hour simulation period. If necessaty, we give
the rcsults for the busy hour. Since we obtained a large set
of results, we will only give the most important ones
within this document due to space limitations. We use the
notation algori thm-0. distribution-varianta in
the figures. therefore the suffix wmp-0.3-2a denotes
the wmp algonthm variant 2, traffie dishibution disf. (3).
The results are struetured as follows. Results on link
level are given in Section 5.1. This includes figures to
illustrate load and lass for RAS-RAS, RAS-RAR and
RAR-Backbone level for selecied algonthms and traffic
distributions as well as a summaty of load and lass on link
level for selected algorithms. The results obtained on jlow
level are given in Section 5.2. This includes results for
parh lengrh as well as delay per hop on flow level. The
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results for delay of individual paekets backe1 level) arc
presented in Seetion 5.3. Finally, we give a summay of all
appliration and routing related response variables in
Seetion 5.5.4.

5.1. Results on link level
The results on link level include the mean load and loss
for the various levels of the network topology. This
accounts for multiple aspects of the algorithms studied:
Does the algorithm use the intereonttections on
RAS-RAS level efficiently.
Which levels of the infrast~ctureare dimensioned
appropriately.
1s the perfonnanee of the algorithm acceptable
under normal conditions (invesiigaied over 24
hours) and under heavy load (investigated over the
busy hour).
We give some diagrams whieh allow for comparison of
the different algorithms for an eli-ratio of 10010 for all
traff~cclasses as well as for selected oiher distnbutions.
Moreover, we provide some selected visualizations of
individual algorithms for all traffie distributions investigated.

-

5.1.1. Load On link level. The load on link level clearly

favors the shortcst palh algorithms including the shortest
multipath as well (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). The more
advanced algorithms try to use unused links at the expense
of longer routes. This increases the overall load pcr level.
The absolute load cannot be used as indicator for the
quality of the load balancing. though. It allows, however,
to see at which levels the algorithms act differently. In our
example the increased use of s m e r links is visible for the
dmp and wmp variants. n i e results also exhibit the
possible gain within the modeled network if we assume
aitcmatc paths in combination with muitipath routing to
distribute the load.

mm

hC

The diüerenees between the algorithms rcmain visible
if wc introduce loeal trafic. However, the individual algorithms show diffcrcnt tendeneies under these eonditions.
While the dst algorithm improves due to the shifi of load
from the uplinks, the dly algorithm suffers under the same
conditions. The smp algorithm perfonns well under all
traffic distribulions outperforming all single path algonthms. Fig. 6 illustrates this for (a) dsl, (b) smp and (e)
dmpl for all investigated trafic distributions.
5.1.2. Loris on link level. The loss on link level is an indi-

cator for congested links and areas within the network.
Moreover. the hierarchy level at which loss oecurs is
closely related to the fundamental prineiples of the underlying algorithms. Our results for the best algorithm smp
show minor losses on the downlinks (RAS-RAR) and on
the gateway links (RAR-EGW). These losses occur
becausc the links are not capable of carrying all traff~ctol
from the EGW to the source or destination even using
multiple paths. The single path algorithms are clcarly
limited by the capacity of the links (Fig. 10). The results
for dmp and wmp cannot easily be analyzed without additional data, though wmp suffers from heavy oscillations. It
seems that the load balancing achieved Comes at the
expense of overloading individual lcvels unnecessarily.
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Figure 13: Load 1 loss visualization, Ih, (a) dst RAR-EGW, (b)smp RAR-EGW, dist. (0)
The loss behavior of the algorithms ehanges signifimetry, beeause we estimate more gateway to host traiiie
eantly if the traffie distribution ineludes more intemal
than vice versa). The brighter edges mark links where loss
traffic. Fig. 11, and Fig. 12 show a eomparison of the
oecurs. The brighter the gray, the more loss is measured.
average loss for all algorithms for the trafie distributions
We give results for the RAR-Baekbone level.
dist. (2) and dist. (4) during the busy hour. Fig. 7 gives the
The busy hour plot shows different degrees of loss for
average loss over 24 hours for the algorithms (a) dsr, (b)
both algorithms. The hot spots during the busy hour are
clearly visible. The losses for the single path dsr algorithm
smp and (C)dmpl to illustrate the loss eharaetensties for
all investigated traffie distnbutions.
are induced from traff~cwhich flows from the gateway to
the Center of the city (see Fig. 13 (a)). In addition to the
5.1.3. Visualizations of load nnd loss. Besides the above
large losses on RAR-EGW level and RAS-RAR level
mentioned values, we are interested in finding the
there are minor losses at the RAS-RAS level. The smp
"problem zones" of our network. It is obvious that the hot
algorithm is able to split the traffic and thus only a small
spots of our workload model are eonelated to tbese areas.
fraction of packets is lost (see Fig. 13 (b)). Moreover, the
However, we observed interesting effects on how the
link utilization (load) is distributed more uniformly. We
different routing algorithms deal with these hot spots. The
ean conclude that even simple multipath algorithms are
followmg visualizations have to be interpreted as follows:
able to achieve a hetter load distribution than Standard
The width of the edees enterine a node de~ictsthe mean
lntemet routing.
perceniagc of load (in relation to link capacity) entering
this node (the traffic direction is important to model asym5.2. Results on flow level
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Some response variables including delay and path
lengih can only be measured for individual flows, thus we
give these results on flow level. Delay acts as a response
variable describing the ability of the algorithm to balance
the network load (the delay decreases or remains low even
under heavy load) while path length is of spccial interest
for the quality of the multipath algorithms. These results
account directly for the treatment individual flows get
throughout the cntire network while load and loss on link
levcl (see above) accounts for the treatment of all flows in
the corresponding tier of the network.
In the following, we regard the path length and delay
per hop on flow level. The increased path length of dmp
and wmp are due to the usage of longer routes for load
halancing. On the other hand, the nomalizcd delay per
hop is smaller for dmp and wmp compared to tbe single
path algorithms. In Fig. 14 we show the average path
length for all algorithms in hops. Fig. 15 gives the results
for the dclay per hop in ms. Both figures assume all traffic
distriburions.

5.3. Results o n packet level
Thc trace of the neatment of individual packets allows
to give results on paeket level. We injeeted some measurement flows into the network, whieh were closely monitored. The flows were injected in botb direetions between
measurement points to account for asymmetric behavior.
From a total of eight measurement flows whieh were
present in each mn of the expenment we only provide the
most interesting insights. The individual measurement
flows have been set up as constant bitrate over UDP,
128kBitis each.
In the following, we present the comparison of some
algorithms using selected measurement flows. We seleeted
a traee from the gateway to a RAS located in the Center of
the network (EGW-RAS53, see Fig. 2). We expect the
results to be of inierest, because duing the busy hour this
area of the network is under heavy load. The seeond trace
seleeted starts from RAS 83 and is destined to RAS 43.
This trace crosses the backbone (shortest path) or tries to
find a way around if the backbone is under heavy load
eonditions (for delay sensitive algonthms). We present
these traces for dsr, smp, dmp and wmp2.
The scaner-plots give the delays for individual paekets.
If packets are dropped due to congestion, the time delay
until their drop is counted. Note that the scale on the y-axis
may vary and thus eannot easily be eompared between
algonthms.
figures
5.3.1. Delay o l packets, EGW to RAS53. The
Fig. 16 to Fig. 19 show a measurement flow from the edge
gateway to the city eenter. All seatter-plots show an
increasing delay for the time period between 8:00 and
18:OOh. The dsr algorithm shows some dramatic increases
in delay if the path ehosen is congested. Please notice the
different scale on the y-axis: The delay for the dst algorithm rises as high as 19ms while the smp algorithm
constantly remains below 8ms. The dmp variant shows a
good perfonnance most of the time, the maximum delay
being around 8ms. However, there are some short penods
where the algorithm fails and as a result dramatic losses

and an increasing delay up to around 20111s can be
observed.
We provide the results for the smp algorithm to show
the behavior for traffie disttibution (4). Fig. 19 elearly
shows the smaller delay (reduced load) compared to
Fig. 17 due to the shift from Edge Gateway traff~cto localized traffic. The oscillating behavior of the dmp (and wmp)
algonthms will be investigated below. Periods of good
delay i loss ratio are followed by penods where loss occurs
and the achieved delay inereases significantly. With the
current parametrization of the routing algonthms these
variants do not provide a stable perfonnance.
5.3.2. Delay of packets, RAS83 to RAS43. The results
for the measurement flow between RAS83 and RAS43 are
very interesting. The single path algonthm dsl "fails" if
the backbone is under heavy load. The loss increases and
the delay is as high as 21ms. The rise is relatively abnipt
and the decline is smoother This is due to the traffic load
which is similarly shaped. The smp algorithm has only
short periods of time where the increase in delay and loss
is heightened (see Fig. 21). The increase in delay starts
approximately 2 hours later in time and the decrease
around 3 hours earlier in time as observed with the dsi

Figure 16: Delay, dst, 24h, dist. (O), EGW-RAS53
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Figure 17: Delay. smp, 24h, dist. (O), EGW-RAS53

Figure 18: Delay, dmp, 24h, dist. (O), EGW-RAS53

Figure 14: Path length, 24h, all algorithms, all dist.
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Figure 15: Delay per hop. 24h. all algorithrns, all dist.
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Figure 19: Delay, smp, 24h, dist. (4). EGW-RAS53
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Table 2: Summary of results
wmp

wmpl

wmp2
7

Applicarion relafed

Average E2E Delay
(standard deviation)

2.13ms
(0.0027)

1

Loss

2.14ms
(0.0028)

1.78ms
(0.0013)

2.46ms
(0.0022)

1.97ms
(0.0010)

2.64rns
(0.0026)

1 . 2 6 ~ 1 0.12%1

2.83%

2.48111s
(0.0026)

1.94rns
(0.0010)

3.09rns
(0.0030)

2.46%1

0.13%1

10.52%

424x1

4.13%1

1.96%1

2.73
4.65%
(3.90)

2.73

2.77

3.82

3.82

3.82

3.66

3.66

3.71

4.68%
(3.91)
20.60%
(0.98)

512%
(2.30)

8.39%
(1.54)

8.49%
(1.53)

7.74
(1.46)

8.07%
(1.72)

7.27%
(1.45)

21.05%
(0.87)

20.45%
(0.65)

20.52%
(0.65)

8.5 1%
(1.81)
20.62%
(0.69)

20.43%
(0.63)

20.59%
(0.66)

18.99%
(0.51)

Rouling reloled

Mean Path Lrngth [hops]
RAS-RAS Level Load, 24h
(variante)

RAS-RARLevel Load, 24h

20.59%
(0.97)

(variante)
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Figure 20: Delay, dst, 24h, dist. (2), RAS83-RAS43

majority of packets for all multipath variants remains low
(<lOms) even under heavy load.
To further illustrate the oscillating behavior obsewed
for the dynamic multipath algorithms Ftg. 23 shows the
busy hour for tbe wmp2 algonthm. The oscillations are
clearly visible: periods of good performance (no loss, low
delay) altemate with periods of bad performance (high
loss.. hieher delavl.
The boundaries between these ~ e r i o d s
>.
are detennined by our rerouting intewal of 6 minutes
U

5.4. Summary of Results
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Figure 21: Delay, smp. 24h, dist. (2), R4S83-RAS43
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Table 2 gives a Summary of the overall results obtained
for tbe 100% tolfrom Edge Gateway traffic distribution.
The overall performance of the network can be judged
using the application-related Parameters of averagc loss
and average end-to-end delay The routing-related values
inelude the mean path length whieh is of partieular interest
€01the multipath algorithms. Moreover, the load in eombination with the load vartation is given for different hierarchy levels. The smaller the variance, the more effective
the load balaneing achieved.

Figure 22: Deiay, dmp, 24h, dist. (2), RAS83-WS43

6. Conclusions

Figure 23: Oscillating behavior of wmpZ
algorithm (see Fig. 20). This shows the much better
handling of congestion using multipath algorithms which
are able to split the trafie.
The dmp and wmp algorithms do not perform as well as
intended. We see the influenec of multiple paths with
different visible steps in the delay. Dmp as depicted in
Fig. 22 shows heavy oscillations. The increasc in delay
and loss occurs later than for the dsr algorithm, although
earlier than for the smp algorithm. The delay of the

We have discussed the influence of QoS routing algorithms within wireless metropolitan area nctworks with
respect to load balancing. As a first step, we defined the
rcquirements for use within the investigatcd environments
and modeled a eorresponding topology.
We have ehosen a set of routing strategies to compare.
Moreover, we gave a concise deseription of the experimental design. This included the definition of predietor
variables as well as a brief description of the workload
model employed. The models sewed as a basis €01 the
second pari of our investigation: the quest for eff~eient
load balancirig within wireless metropolitan area
networks. The impact of the different algorithms as well as
of various traffic distnbutions on the overall routing
performance was traeed by means of simulation.

E f i i c i e resource management increases the overall
network utility-which
cannot be measured easily,
however. Thus, a detailed analysis o f the results has been
performed. We used the loss and load o f individual link
classes as well as o f the entire network to represent this
overall utility. Moreover, w e investigated the delay and
delay variation o f individual sheams and packets. Our
findinas are that m u l t i ~ a t haleorithms exhibit verv
. .Dromising results compared to single path algorithms. However,
w e have not been able to tap the full potential o f dynamic
m u l t i ~ a t hroutine
based o n the minimum delav
- aleorithms
metric, because the working point o f the algorithm was
estimated suboptimally.
The insiehts oresented aid network desieners in dcveloping new paradigms in the area of wireless mehopolitan
area networks. This especially includes resource management scenanos. A s future work, w e pereeive the analysis
o f the oscillating behavior o f the delay-based multipath
algorithms.
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